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but sets them in a wide economic and political context.
Thebook starts by examining the rich and complex subject
of permafrost, and goes on to consider the Alaskan oil
pipeline, completed ten years ago, and two Canadian gas
pipeline projects, now indefinitely delayed. (Ironically,
the companies that dreamed of $ 10 per thousand cubic feet
of gas, and rushed to invest at a time of high interest rates
and enormous construction costs, may now count them-
selves lucky that the projects were stopped.) It also
describes the recently-completed oil pipeline from Nor-
man Wells, a low-profile project which will be watched
with great interest.

Peter Williams argues that each project must be seen as
part of a whole system, and that engineering questions
cannot be disentangled from economic and social factors,
His book is a bold and honourable effort to demystify its
subject, and to create a wider informed discussion. It
would have been far easier to write for a narrow group of
specialists, and far less worthwhile.

There are clear and interesting accounts of experiments
designed to throw light on basic questions, such as the
ability of water to move through frozen soil. Occasionally
the book falls short of the highest level of scientific writing
for the non-scientist. A reader who has not previously
thought about the mechanics of frost heave will find
Williams' exposition difficult. In my own view, he could
have gone further, and might have argued that frost heave
and permafrost engineering in fact depend on rather
straightforward phenomena, which are broadly under-
stood.

The author gives an interesting account of the contro-
versy at the Canadian Arctic Gas hearings about the extent
to which frost heave movements could be suppressed by
a small berm over the pipeline. It seems rather a simple
question, which could have been resolved by a modest
experiment. He is understandably indignant about short-
sighted policies on full-scale trials. The need for trials was
apparent in the early seventies: if they had been set up then,
with long term funding and continued high-quality scien-
tific support, there would now be accurate data of heave
and thaw over 15 years' operation, and the outstanding
problems would be resolved. To an outsider, it seems
unfortunate that the controversy was conducted in a public
enquiry, where the context forces the players into adver-
sarial positions and the search for scientific truth becomes
obscured. It was right that it was in public, but wrong that
it became a legal game.

The future must depend on the development of the price
of gas. Present economics do not begin to justify the
grandiose projects that were lightly talked often years ago,
when a senior oil executive said to this reviewer'... when
we're talking about an [Arctic] project like this one, a
billion dollars don't amount to a hill of beans'. Gas is such
a good fuel, and people use it up so enthusiastically once
they are given a chance to do so, that demands for Arctic
gas pipelines will resurface soon. When they do, Peter
Williams' book will have been a worthy contribution to

informed debate. (A. Palmer, Andrew Palmer and Associ-
ates Ltd., 49 Ashley Gardens, Ambrosden Ave., London
SW1P 1QF.)

MACQUARIE ISLAND SEAWEEDS

TAXONOMY AND BIOGEOGRAPHY OF MAC-
QUARIE ISLAND SEAWEEDS. Ricker, Robert Wal-
lace 1987. London, British Museum (Natural History).
344 p, illustrated, hard cover. ISBN 0-565-00998-2.
£40.00.

This work presents a detailed and comprehensive account
of the marine algae of one of the peri-Antarctic islands; it
is the only recent work available on the subject for the
region. There are 103 species described, forming 81
genera in 43 families. Seventy species are reported from
Macquarie Island for the first time and 11 are new. The
systematic accounts are well presented and supplemented
with a good selection of photographs and drawings. The
book includes a history of collections from the island and
a concise biogeographical account of the marine algae of
other islands in the Southern Ocean. Details of distribu-
tion indicate that 41% of Macquarie Island seaweed
species are restricted to far southern regions, 17% are bi-
polar, and 11% are endemic. Approximately 660 biblio-
graphical references, an appendix of collection data, and
a key to the species complete this essential contribution to
Antarctic phycology. (R. K. Headland, Scott Polar Re-
search Institute, University of Cambridge, Lensfield
Road, Cambridge CB2 1ER.)

SCIENCE IN ANTARCTICA

ANTARCTIC SCIENCE. Walton, D. W. H. (editor).
1987. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. 280 p,
illustrated, hard cover. ISBN 0-521-26233-X. £25.00.

Every so often Antarctic scientists take stock of them-
selves, summarizing work in their various fields for the
interest of the world in general. The tradition began 60
years ago with J. Gordon Hayes's one-man survey
Antarctica, a treatise on the southern continent (1928).
Pioneers now in retirement will cherish well-thumbed
copies of Frank Simpson's compilation The Antarctic
today (1952), Priestley, Adie and Robin's Antarctic re-
search (1964), Trevor Hatherton' s Antarctica (1965), and
Louis Quam's Research in the Antarctic (1971). Each of
these books gave a good picture of the state of the sciences
when it was compiled. Editors and contributors alike took
pains to be understood by colleagues in other disciplines,
and by the tax-payers who stayed home and footed the
bills. It is high time for a new survey; David Walton's
Antarctic science proves a worthy successor.

His contributors are all British and, though far from
parochial, tend to concentrate on the British sector they
know best. The 18 chapters are grouped under five
headings; there are four on the geographical, political and
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